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1- In reading, you can get the meaning of a message by inference. 'Get' means…………….. .
1. understand

2. forget

3. send

4. buy

2- The engineer is repairing this machine.

This machine ………………..by the engineer.
1. repair

2. will repair

3. have repaired

4. is being repaired

3- Because a dictionary conveys ………….....…information in a small space, learning to use this

important tool takes practice.
1. no

2. few

3. much

4. little

4- The word 'slender' has positive connotations and is a……………..word.
1. neutral

2. complimentary

3. contradictory

4. unimaginable

5- You must have enough time to order your thoughts. 'Order' means……….. .
1. arrive

2. attempt

3. arrange

4. achieve

6- A book bound in a flexible paper cover is called…………… .
1. boldface

2. paperback

3. catalogue

4. completion

7- The entry word in a dictionary is printed in boldface type and….....……..into syllables.
1. divide

2. dividing

3. to divide

4. divided

8- In selecting our reading materials we should choose those whose language level is at or slightly

higher than our own level of competence. 'Those' refers to…………… .
1. choose

2. competence

3. reading materials

4. language levels

9- All of the mathematics students should be equipped…………a pocket calculator.
1. of

2. off

3. by

4. with

10- She prefers………….to detective stories. The stories of love, excitement and adventures make her

happy.
1. romance

2. roman

3. Rome

4. remains

11- Roget's Thesaurus Dictionary brings together words with similar meanings through a…….....……

..under the same heading.
1. classified
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2. classification

3. classifies
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4. classify
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12- If you know the exact title or the author of the book, you can easily find it in this library. 'Author'

means………. .
1. writer

2. reader

3. speaker

4. publisher

13- He questioned the…………..of the security arrangements and wanted to know if they were enough.
1. adequate

2. sufficient

3. adequacy

4. adequately

14- If you know the meaning of word elements, you………….able to understand many new words.
1. can

2. be

3. had

4. will be

15- A series of similar items in which each is almost the same as the ones next to it is called…………….. .
1. separation

2. distraction

3. continuum

4. disconnection

16- I had no opportunity to discuss it with her. 'Opportunity' means………….. .
1. occasion

2. accident

3. discourage

4. ambiguity

17- David will have to ………….his opinions of his brother's abilities. He will change them in order to

correct or improve them.
1. revise

2. release

3. remove

4. restrict

18- Don't……………her because she is doing her best.
1. discourage

2. discourages

3. discouraged

4. discouragement

19- The prefix 're-' in the words "reproduce" and "reinforcement" means…………. .
1. after

2. again

3. below

4. among

20- The…………….of your studying is governed by your concentration span.
1. effective

2. effectiveness

3. affected

4. effectively

21- In the sentence " He finished speaking and sat down", the word 'speaking' is a(n)………….. .
1. verb

2. adverb

3. adjective

4. gerund

22- Creating is not really different……………problem solving and integrating.
1. as

2. than

3. then

4. from

23- The interests of long-term loans are higher than that of short-term ones. 'Ones' refers to………… .
1. terms
3  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. loans

3. interests
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4. sometimes
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24- Mnemonic techniques of study are memory………............……to help you recall significant

information.
1. omission

2. driving devices

3. aid devices

4. forgetting devices

25- Alice is interested in political and historicalissues.issues means...............
1. messages

2. questions

3. teachers

4. matters

26- Before taking exams, you must have adequate sleep. 'Adequate' means………… .
1. less

2. much

3. excessive

4. enough

27- My friend's…………..with French language helped him enjoy his stay in France.
1. familiar

2. familiarize

3. familiarized

4. familiarity

28- In the sentence 'That is the shop where my brother works,' "where my brother works" is a(n)

………….. .
1. proverb

2. preposition

3. adjective clause

4. adverb clause

29- In reading for gist we read the whole text but only to gain a general idea or impression of it. 'It'

refers to………… .
1. reading

2. impression

3. general idea

4. the whole text

3. intelligence

4. intelligences

30- This new student answers the questions…………. .
1. intelligent

3  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. intelligently
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